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						20th September 2022
                        

			            Vanishing economic growth – Part 2

            

            Ian Gunn continues his look economic growth. 
                        
                        
                    

                    
                
        
                    
                
                
                    
                                        
    
						20th September 2022
                        

			            Crackpot theories

            

            Ian Gunn hears echoes from the 1980’s and 2020.
                        
                        
                    

                    
                
        
                    
                
                
                    
                                        
    
						20th September 2022
                        

			            More cautionary tales

            

            Ian Gunn considers the risk of automated vehicles.
                        
                        
                    

                    
                
        
                    
                
                
                    
                                        
    
						6th June 2022
                        

			            Sick!

            

            Ian Gunn considers the use of medical terms to describe economic and political woes
                        
                        
                    

                    
                
        
                    
                
                
                    
                                        
    
						18th May 2022
                        

			            Guernsey Personal Injury Discount Rate Consultation

            

            Richard Cropper and Professor Victoria Wass have submitted a joint response to the Guernsey Personal Injury Discount Rate Consultation
                        
                        
                    

                    
                
        
                    
                
                
                    
                                        
    
						3rd May 2022
                        

			            How bad will it get? 

            

            Another less than cheerful blog from Ian Gunn.
                        
                        
                    

                    
                
        
                    
                
                
                    
                                        
    
						31st March 2022
                        

			            Clinical negligence reform – Part 3. alternatives to civil litigation

            

            This is the concluding part of Ian Gunn's look at the evidence presented to the Health and Social Care Committee during its enquiry into clinical negligence reform.
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